We study the purely leptonic decays of W ± → e ± e ± µ ∓ ν and µ ± µ ± e ∓ ν produced at the LHC, 
Neutrinos are very special among the currently known elementary particles [1] . They have tiny masses compared to the rest of the elementary fermions in all known processes. So far they are produced only at relativistic energies. Their interactions are very weak, so that an overwhelming majority of them escape direct detection. Their flavor mixings turn out to be much larger that those of quarks. If there are right handed chiral components, they must be sterile under the known interactions. The masses of sterile components, if they exist, could be Dirac or Majorana and could be as large as GUT size. Large scale masses could explain the smallness of the known neutrino components by the so called seesaw mechanisms (in several versions) [2] ; there could be neutrino components that comprise the Dark Matter of the Universe [3] ; and the CP violation in the lepton sector could provide explanation for the baryon asymmetry of the universe [4] .
In this work, we address a simple way to discriminate the Dirac vs. Majorana character of sterile neutrinos, provided they exist with masses near and below the W boson mass. Currently, the main experiments that are sensitive to the Majorana character of neutrinos are those that search for neutrinoless double beta decays (0νββ) [5] . These experiments are sensitive to Majorana neutrinos, in principle of any masses, including the known light neutrinos. However, the extraction of parameters from 0νββ experiments will not be an easy task, due to at least two reasons: firstly, there are large theoretical uncertainties in the estimation of the nuclear matrix elements involved; secondly, there could be cancellations of interfering amplitudes which will not be possible to disentangle without further inputs from other experiments. Therefore, it can be important to have additional ways, such as BaBar [6, 7] , BELLE [8, 9] and LHCb [10, 11] studies on rare lepton flavor and lepton number violating decays of heavy mesons [12, 13] , to discriminate between the Dirac vs. Majorana character of neutrinos.
One such additional way is the search for equal sign dileptons in high energy colliders, which are suitable for large neutrino masses. Indeed, for neutrino masses above ∼ 100 GeV the LHC experiments can use the mode pp → ± ± jj [14] [15] [16] [17] . On the other hand, for neutrino masses below M W the produced jets in the final state ± ± jj may not pass the cuts required to reduce backgrounds, so that purely leptonic modes such as pp → ± ± ∓ ν can be more favorable [18] . In our previous work [19] we studied the signal W ± → e ± e ± µ ∓ ν, which will appear resonantly enhanced provided there exist neutrinos with masses below M W , through the subprocess W ± → e ± N followed by N → e ± µ ∓ ν. Consequently, one could in principle try to observe a difference in these processes that could test whether the neutrino N is Majorana or Dirac. However, since the final neutrino escapes detection, the observed final state is just e ± e ± µ ∓ or µ ± µ ± e ∓ plus missing energy. Hence, apparently, it is not a simple task to distinguish between the LNC and the LNV processes.
Therefore, although this tri-lepton channel is appropriate for searching sterile neutrinos with masses below M W , the determination of the Dirac or Majorana character of the sterile neutrino is quite challenging.
In our previous work [19] we found that one could still discriminate the Dirac vs. Majorana nature of the heavy neutrino by studying the energy distribution of the lepton in the final state with charge opposite to the decaying W boson (e.g. µ − in the process W + → e + e + µ − ν). In this work, we present a simpler method to distinguish between Majorana and Dirac N by examining the integrated decay rates, not the spectra, for all the channels e ± e ± µ ∓ and µ ± µ ± e ∓ , because the discrimination through the spectra could be a highly challenging task for experiments. This method, on the other hand, is useful only in the case that the mixing parameters U N e and U N µ are considerably different from each other.
This method works due to the fact that, for Dirac sterile neutrinos, no matter whether the mixing angles with electrons and muons are equal or not, the decays into the channels e ± e ± µ ∓ and µ ± µ ± e ∓ are all LNC processes and are all the same, while for Majorana sterile neutrinos, with different mixing parameters there is always one LNV process which dominates over the LNC processes. Consequently, if the true nature of sterile neutrinos is of Majorana type and their mixing angles with electrons and muons are different enough, the observed number of events in the e ± e ± µ ∓ and µ ± µ ± e ∓ channels will be different, unlike the case for Dirac sterile neutrinos. Details of the method are described in the next section.
It should be noted that such a finding is only valid at the theoretical level. In an actual collider search, because of the detector effects, the observed numbers of events in the e ± e ± µ ∓ and µ ± µ ± e ∓ channels could be different even for the Dirac sterile neutrino case. Therefore, it is worthwhile to perform a careful collider simulation and carry out a detailed statistical study for this scenario, which we present in detail in Section III. Now, in the less fortunate scenario where N has equal -or nearly equal-mixing parameters with electrons and muons, the above method no longer applies, as both Dirac or Majorana neutrino will give the same number of events in the above two channels, in which case one can only resort to the spectral distributions of final state leptons, as shown in the Ref. [19] . A further investigation along this line has also been pursued by us recently, and the obtained results will be presented elsewhere [21] .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we review the expressions for the decay branching ratios of W to tri-leptons via the sterile neutrino N . The detailed collider simulation for the scenario with disparate mixing is carried out in Section III, followed by a statistical analysis on excluding the Dirac sterile neutrino case in Section IV. We conclude in Section V. 
II. LEPTONIC DECAY OF
where the factorΓ isΓ
G F is the Fermi's constant and M W is the W -boson mass. Here we have assumed that only a single sterile neutrino N participates in the decay of W , with its total decay width denoted as Γ N , its mass as m N , and its mixing with a charged lepton denoted as U N . Notice that, although the processes in Eq. 1 appear to be quartic in the mixings U N , they are effectively quadratic when N goes on its mass shell, because Γ N is quadratic in U N .
On the other hand, the corresponding rates for the LNC processes W + → e + e + µ − ν e and W + → µ + µ + e − ν µ are given by the similar expressions:
The expressions differ only in the lepton mixing factors: |U N e | 4 for the LNV process In Table I , we present such a comparison, where the rate of W + → e + e + µ − ν in the Dirac case is chosen as the reference value, by which the rates of other cases are normalized. It is now apparent that in the case of a Dirac sterile neutrino the production rates of e + e + µ − and µ + µ + e − should be equal, while for the Majorana case they will differ, depending on the disparity factor, r, defined as:
For r > 1, the number of e + e + µ − events should be larger than the µ + µ + e − events, and viceversa, if r < 1 the µ + µ + e − events will be more abundant than e + e + µ − . Similar comparison also exists in the corresponding charge-conjugated processes.
The essence of the above feature can be attributed to the requirement of having no lepton pairs with opposite sign and same flavor (no-OSSF) in the final state. With such requirement, the diagrams of the LNV and LNC processes have different topological structures. As shown in Fig. 1 , in the LNC process the fermion line containing the sterile neutrino N must be attached to final leptons of opposite charge, and consequently these must have different flavors, hence the mixing factor |U N e U N µ |. On the other hand, in the LNV process, the sterile neutrino line is attached to two leptons of same sign and same flavor, hence the factor |U N e | 4 . Actually, since this difference is valid irrespectively of the mass of N , one may generalize our current study to the case where m N > M W , although for larger masses the dilepton-dijet processes jj are favored as they tend to give larger rates even after cuts to reduce the hadronic background.
Consequently, in the following section we will restrict our study to the case where m N < M W ,
for different values of the r parameter (see Table I ). We will perform the statistical analysis with collider simulations for both background and signals, and determine the statistical level at which one can distinguish a Majorana vs. a Dirac sterile neutrino case at the LHC.
III. COLLIDER SIMULATION
In our simulation, we first build a Universal FeynRules Output [22] model file using
FeynRules [23] which extends the SM model with additional sterile neutrino interactions. Both signal and background events are generated within the framework of MadGraph 5 [24] , where the parton showering and detector simulation are carried out by PYTHIA 6 [25] and DELPHES 3 [26] , respectively. At the parton level, we include up to two extra partons for both signal and background processes, and perform the jet matching using the MLM-based shower-k ⊥ scheme [27] . Lastly, to maintain consistency across the processes we are considering, we present the results using the cross sections from the MadGraph 5 output.
Although in this trilepton search we demand no OSSF lepton pairs in the final state, there still exists non-negligible background from various processes. We divide them into two categories. In the first category, we have the pair production of of W Z with W decaying leptonically and Z → τ + τ − . The subsequent decay of the τ 's can lead to trilepton events with no OSSF lepton pairs. We estimate this background process via the Monte Carlo simulation.
The second category of background consists in "fake" leptons which mainly originate from heavy-flavor meson decays. Although in general leptons from such a heavy-flavor meson decay are not well isolated, there are still rare occasions when they can pass the lepton isolation criteria [28] [29] [30] . Dominant background processes of this kind are γ * /Z+jets and tt, where an event with no OSSF lepton pairs arises from γ * /Z → τ + τ − or the prompt decay of t andt, and a third lepton is faked from jets containing heavy-flavor mesons. Because these processes have large cross sections and small fake probabilities, it is very challenging to obtain enough statistics for background study in the pure MC simulation. Moreover, simulating such processes requires a detailed modelling of the jet fragmentations, and current level of MC simulation may not be accurate enough. For these reasons, data-driven methods are used by the ATLAS and CMS collaborations to estimate the fake lepton contributions [15, 31, 32] .
In this work, we adopt a phenomenological Fake Lepton (FL) simulation method originally introduced in Ref. [33] and later also implemented in Ref. [18] . In this FL simulation, one employs the fact that FL's originate from jets, and therefore they inherit parts of the kinematics of the original jets. Two modelling functions are introduced: one is called "mistag efficiency", j→ , which represents the probability of a particular jet faked into a lepton, and the other is called "transfer function", T j→ , which is a probability distribution that determines how much the jet momentum is transferred into the faked lepton. These two functions consist of a few modelling parameters, which can be pinned down by validating simulated results against actual experimental ones. We revisit the validation performed in Ref. [18] , and find that the modelling parameters they obtained can be consistent with the experimental results. Thus, the same set of parameters are used here, and we also assume the same fake efficiency for electrons and muons. Details of this FL simulation method and the validation can be found in Refs. [18, 33] .
Our validation results are given in Appendix A.
We now discuss the various kinematic cuts applied in this simulation study. At first, we impose the basic cuts for leptons and jets: for leptons, p T ≥ 10 GeV and rapidity |η | ≤ 2.5;
and for jets, p j T ≥ 20 GeV and rapidity |η j | ≤ 5.0. We then require the transverse mass M T (leps, E T ) < 90 GeV, with M T (leps, E T ) defined as
where m leps and p leps,T are the invariant mass and transverse momentum of all three visible leptons in the final state, and ¡ p T is the missing transverse momentum. For the signal processes, this M T is bounded by the W-boson mass, because all the charged leptons and neutrinos in the final state come from the decay of a W-boson. Considering the detector resolution and the W-boson width, we find that M T (leps, E T ) < 90 GeV is an good discriminating condition between the signal and background, especially in the elimination of large background from tt.
For illustration, in Fig. 2 , we show the distributions of M T (leps, E T ) after basic cuts for both background and signal processes in the e + e + µ − channel.
To further suppress background, we impose the cuts E T < 40 GeV, zero b-jets, and H T < 50 GeV, where H T is the scalar sum of all jets p j T . The above cuts are proved to be very effective in reducing the background from W Z and tt. Table II except for the last one. For signal processes, we choose the LNC case in the e + e + µ − channel as an example.
However, the background from γ * /Z+jets is still large (see Table II ). As was also observed in
Ref. [18] , for the m N = 20 GeV case one is able to impose a further cut using the fact that the invariant mass of the two leptons originating from the N decay should be bounded from above by the mass of N . Such a cut requires a correct identification of the lepton pair, as there will be two final state leptons which are indistinguishable by their signs and flavors. In Appendix B
we provide a method for identifying the correct lepton pair. The three leptons in the final state are labeled as In Tables II, III and IV we show the cut flow tables for all the background processes, and two benchmark signal scenarios with m N = 20 GeV and 50 GeV, respectively. The numbers of events are calculated for an integrated luminosity of 3000 fb −1 at the 14 TeV LHC. For γ * /Z+jets and tt, although the FL simulation method is adopted, it is still difficult to obtain enough statistics to resolve the small difference between the modes e ± e ± µ ∓ and µ ± µ ± e ∓ . Hence we choose to combine them. The symbol in Table II includes both e and µ. The same treatment is also made for W Z, where + + − and − − + are separated due to the different production rates of W + Z and W − Z. For signal processes we distinguish not only different trilepton modes but also the LNC and LNV processes of interest here. For illustration purposes, we take |U N e | 2 = |U N µ | 2 = 1 × 10 −6 and U τ N = 0. For other values of the mixings, the number of events can be scaled accordingly. It is worth noting that from Table III and IV, the number of events for LNV process is always larger compared with LNC process after applying basic cuts. This is due to the fact that kinematical distrubtions of final state leptons are different between LNV and LNC processes. The leptons in the LNV process are more efficient to pass the basic selection cuts.
IV. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
We now turn to a detailed statistical analysis of our scenario of interest, where the sterile neutrino mixings U N e and U N µ are different. In the analysis, N is assumed to be of Majorana type, and the question is whether it can be distinguished from a Dirac neutrino. As mentioned in Section II, in this scenario one is able to distinguish Dirac from Majorana sterile neutrinos by comparing the numbers of e ± e ± µ ∓ events with µ ± µ ± e ∓ events. We now study such a discrimination quantitatively based on the previous simulation results.
The essence of this statistical analysis is to perform a hypothesis test on two competing hypotheses, namely, the nature of sterile neutrino can be either Dirac or Majorana. We follow here the frequentist approach and consider two benchmark scenarios: m N = 20 GeV and 50 GeV. The observables are the numbers of events in the various final states ± ± ∓ , which are treated as the data set. In Tables III and IV , we have listed the numbers of expected events for the case of the mixing angles |U eN | 2 = |U µN | 2 = 1 × 10 −6 and U τ N = 0. Apparently, one
can easily obtain the expected numbers of events for other mixing angles by simple rescaling.
Moreover, by further applying statistical fluctuations, one can generate realistic pseudo-data (simulated data) samples. For convenience, in addition to the disparity factor r = |U N e /U N µ | 2 ,
we introduce another parameter, s, a normalization factor defined as:
i.e. s is a measure of the smallest of the two mixings. Thus, for the case given in Tables III   and IV, we have s = r = 1.
Having obtained the realistic pseudo-data samples, we next fit them with the two competing hypotheses. A χ 2 function is built so as to characterize how well the pseudo-data sets are described within a given hypothesis,
where H stands for the Dirac or Majorana hypothesis of sterile neutrinos, i denotes a particular trilepton final state, and Poiss(N expc , N obs ) is the probability of observing N obs events in Poisson statistics when the number of expected events is N expc . The above definition also involves a minimization procedure that is taken upon the free parameters i.e., s and r in the hypothesis. To quantify which hypothesis is more favorable, we then define a test statistic T as
Because of statistical fluctuations, the obtained values of T for different pseudo-data samples, which correspond to the same expected numbers of events (or the same set of input parameters s and r), can be different. In Figure 4 we show the probability distributions of the test statistic
T for 1000 pseudo-data samples that all have s = 1 and r = 5, assuming either the true Dirac (dashed) or Majorana (solid) nature of sterile neutrinos. As expected, when sterile neutrinos are truly Dirac particles, we obtain almost equally well fitting for both hypotheses so that T is centered around 0. Namely, in this case no discrimination power can be obtained. However, when the true nature of sterile neutrinos is Majorana, the Majorana hypothesis has a better fit (a smaller χ 2 value), resulting in a positive value of T . Statistical fluctuation causes the spread of two distributions, and the level of their overlap determines the confidence level of discriminating these two hypotheses.
FIG. 5.
Confidence levels of excluding Dirac type given the true nature of sterile neutrinos is of Majorana type, for two benchmark scenarios of m N = 20 GeV (left) and 50 GeV (right). Horizontal and vertical axes respectively denote the true values of the mixing angle ratio r and the normalization factor s in logarithmic scales. Solid, dashed and dot-dashed curves correspond to the 1σ, 2σ and 3σ confidence levels of excluding the Dirac type, respectively.
To simplify the complexities caused by the statistical fluctuations, we consider a "median" discrimination. Namely, for the true Dirac case, where the distribution of T is sharply peaked at zero, we therefore choose T = 0 as the median possible value of T . Then, given the true Majorana nature of sterile neutrinos, the confidence level of excluding the Dirac hypothesis can be quantified as 1 − α, where α is the probability of explaining the true Majorana nature with the wrong Dirac one. In terms of Figure 4 , this α is the area under the blue curve for T < 0.
Finally, in Figure 5 , we present our main point: the numerical results on the discrimination of Majorana vs. Dirac neutrinos based on the disparity of the mixings |U N e | 2 and |U N µ | 2 .
We do this for two benchmark scenarios m N = 20 GeV (left) and 50 GeV (right). The main question is to determine how far from unity the disparity factor r has to be in order to tell a Majorana character apart from Dirac. Horizontal and vertical axes respectively denote the true values of the disparity factor r and the normalization factor s, which are used in generating the pseudo-data samples. Solid, dashed and dot-dashed curves correspond to excluding the Dirac hypothesis given the true Majorana nature at 1σ, 2σ and 3σ levels, respectively. As one can see, for both benchmark scenarios, at least a 3σ level exclusion can be reached for disparities as mild as e.g. r 0.7 (or 1/r 0.7), provided s 5. For smaller s (smaller mixings), which means fewer events, one clearly requires larger values of r to reach the same level of discrimination; in the same way, as r approaches 1, larger values of s are required as it becomes more and more difficult to exclude the Dirac case. Further discriminating power will require additional information from the spectral distributions of the produced leptons, an issue that we will discuss in a later work.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we focus on the question of determining the nature of sterile neutrino with mass below M W at the LHC. Because of such a low mass for the neutrino, the conventional same sign dilepton plus jet search for Majorana sterile neutrinos at the LHC suffers from the issue of insufficient phase space for final state leptons and jets passing the necessary detector cuts. Therefore, we choose to study the alternative tri-lepton search channel, and to reduce SM backgrounds we further require no opposite-sign same-flavor lepton pairs in the final state. Although this tri-lepton search is ideal for such a low mass sterile neutrino search, it turns out to be a non-trivial task of pinning down the underlying nature of sterile neutrinos, as the final state neutrinos or anti-neutrinos, which carry valuable information about lepton number, are not detected at current colliders. A simple scenario is identified in this tri-lepton search, so that a discrimination on the nature of sterile neutrinos can be possible. This fortunate scenario could arise if the underlying nature of sterile neutrinos are of Majorana type, and their mixing angles with electrons and muons are different enough. We find that in this fortunate scenario, one is able to exclude the Dirac sterile neutrino case by simply counting and then comparing the numbers of events in the e + e + µ − and µ + µ + e − channels (or the corresponding charge-conjugated ones). We perform a careful collider simulation for this scenario. According to our statistical analysis, at the 14 TeV LHC with an integrated luminosity of 3000 fb −1 , at least a 3σ level of exclusion on the Dirac case can be achieved, depending on the size and disparity of the two relevant mixing parameters. For example, such is the case for s 5 and r 0.7 (or 1/r 0.7), where In Figure 7 we provide the distributions of the reconstructed m N for the signal process in the e + e + µ − final state with m N = 20 GeV (left) and m N = 50 GeV (right), and the LNC and LNV sub-processes are distinguished by black and gray solid curves, respectively. As one can see, in the m N = 50 GeV case one indeed observes a peak at the true value of m N . However, for the m N = 20 GeV case two peaks are found, and the correct peak is the one that is less sharp. 5 Tentatively, one may then conclude that such a reconstruction method is not applicable to the lower value m N case. However, one can actually exclude the possibility of the sharper peak being the correct one by employing the argument that if the true value of m N were at the sharp peak, ∼ 65 GeV, we then should observe a single peak instead of two, according to our example of m N = 50 GeV. Therefore, even for the lower value m N case one can still extract some useful information about m N via such a reconstruction, although not as precise as the large m N case. A few more comments on determining m N are in order. First, just within the above reconstruction method, one can actually obtain a more precise value of m N by performing a fit to the distribution reconstructed from the real data. Second, even if the above reconstruction method is still not good enough for the low m N case, one can improve the determination of m N by 5 The presence of a sharp peak at ∼ 65 GeV is due to the fact that with m N = 20 GeV, the lepton from the prompt W-boson decay would have an energy close to 60 GeV. Then, if this lepton were used in the reconstruction of m N , a peak near ∼ 65 GeV could be observed.
combining it with other methods. For example, in this low m N case one actually knows with a great certain that the lepton with a smaller p T in the same sign dileptons comes from the decay of N . Thus, by plotting the invariant mass of this lepton and the opposite sign lepton one should observe an end point at the true value of m N . The authors in Ref. [18] indeed adopt this method of identifying the origins of the same sign dileptons. Such a method, however, is only applicable to the low m N case. When m N ∼ m W , it is hard to know the origin of the same sign dileptons by comparing their transverse momenta. In contrast, our reconstruction method actually performs better in this large value m N case. In this sense, these two approaches are complementary. Lastly, we here ignore the impact of background on the reconstruction method, since the distribution of the reconstructed m N for the background processes has a fixed shape, which therefore can be removed from the distribution of the real data in the first place.
Having discussed possible ways of determining m N , we assume that m N is known from now on. The correct origin of the same sign dileptons is then identified as follows. In each event, among four possible reconstructed values of m N , the one that is closest to the true value of m N is assumed to be correct one. Thus, leptons in that combination are taken as leptons from the decay of the sterile neutrino N . Meanwhile, by doing this we can also know the four-momentum of the final state neutrino. In other words, all four-momenta of the final state particles are now known. This fact is crucial when discussing the discrimination between Dirac and Majorana sterile neutrinos by building distributions of various kinematic variables.
Finally, it should be noted that because of detector effects, the off-shell production of the W -boson and its possibly non-negligible transverse momentum due to initial state radiation, just using this method, it is not possible to reconstruct the correct origin of the same-sign dileptons at 100% confidence level. For the m N = 20 GeV case our correctness is about 80%, similar to the p T method used in Ref. [18] , while for the m N = 50 GeV case a correctness around 75% is obtained, in contrast to ∼ 65% using the p T method.
